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MODEL   QUESTION  PAPER 

  (Solved)  

     ENGLISH 

HSE II         Max. marks: 80 

          Time :2 ½ hrs 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q 1-3Read the following excerpt from the story “Horegallu”and answer the questions that 
follow. 

‘Child, a horegallu is essential in any journey. We all carry our burdens according to our 
situations and capacities. But every once in a while, weneed to stop, put down that burden and 
rest. Only then can we be refreshed enough to pick up the load once more. The horegallu gives 
everyone that opportunity to do so. It helps people regain their strength.’ 

1.what is the symbolic significance of the word ‘burden’? (1) 

2. Is horegallu essential in any journey?Justify your answer.(2) 

3. To whom are these words addressed?  (1) 

 

4. Your school is celebrating World environment Day. Wangari Mathai, Kenyan 
environmentalist is to inaugurate the celebrations. You are to introduce her to the audience.  
Prepare a short write up. (4) 

5.Imagine that you are getting a chance to interview ShaheenMistri, the founder of Akanksha 
Foundation. Write down four possible questions that you would ask her.  (4) 

6. About friendship, it is said that- no boundary or barrier surrounds the heart of a person that 
loves their self and others. Express your views with illustrations from your text. (5) 

7.Read the following lines from a poem and answer the questions. 

I enter the house. Beyond the Southern wing 

My father’s watching them fix up  the machine. 

For making  rubber sheets – How happy 
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And contended the look on his face! 

(a) Who is happy  and why?   (2) 
(b) Identify the speaker of these lines.  (1) 
(c) What does this stanza indicate?  (2) 

8. Your school is conducting a debate on the topic ‘Entrepreneurship is the key to success.’ 
Prepare four arguments for or against the topic.   (4) 

9. The poem ‘Mending Wall’ begins with simple thought and moves towards wisdom and 
provokes  thought in us. Elaborate this View.  (4) 

10. Virtue is rewarded; vice is punished. The character of Robert Baldwin exemplifies this. 
Prepare a write up on this. [6] 

11. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb. 

The bridge----(be) under repair. It -----(construct) forty years ago. Now the P.W.D.------(prepare) 
a plan for constructing a new bridge.  They -----(start) the work soon.  (4) 

12. Rewrite  the following passage in the reported form.    (3) 

 Baldwin: what do you mean, John? 

John      : As a matter of fact, you will have to rely on your notes nearly               
altogether, won’t you? 

 Baldwin: Everybody else does the same thing. 

 

13. There are some mistakes in the given passage. Edit it.    (4) 

There is about 10  million rickshaws operating in India. Most of these rickshaw pullers does not 
own the rickshaws but instead rent them in the rate of 30 to 40 rupees  per day.  The money they 
make, after paying the rent, is barely sufficient to sustain there family. 

14. Read the following sentences. Choose the appropriate idioms from the box to replace the 
underlined words/ phrases and rewrite the sentences.  You may change  forms if necessary. 
           (2) 

 

Herculean task,  lion’s share,  a tall talk  

(a) He wanted to get the major portion of his father’s property . 
(b) The eradication of poverty in  India is a hard or  difficult job. 
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15.The following is the programme of a seminar held in your school. Write a report of the 
seminar.        (6) 

   SEMINAR 

  Topic: Dangers  of Drug  Abuse 

  Date: 07/12/2016 

   PROGRAMME 

 Prayer  :  School Choir 

 Welcome  : Mr.Tinu,Convenor, Health Club 

 Chair   : Mr.Hassan, School leader 

 Inaugural Address  : Dr. Shahul (Social work Psychiatrist, Malabar College of   
    Medicines, Calicut) 

 Felicitation  :Mrs. Sulochana, Principal 

 Paper presentation  :  Archana.V.S.XII A 

 Interactive Session   : 

 Vote of Thanks    : Vishnu.V.  Secretary, Health Club 

 

16.Imagine that you are a graduate in Business Management.  Read the following advertisement 
and write an  application for the  post of Sales representative in the company.  (8) 

    WANTED 

 Alpha Group is a premier, professionally managed, ISO certified and all India network 
financial service group head quarters at Banglore, Karnataka. The company is on the look out for 
Sales representatives in the branches. 10 years relevant experience is essential. Age not above 35 
years. Incumbants may submit the application with resume. Apply within 10 days to 

    The Chairman 

   Alpha Group of  Companies 

   Ernakulam, Kerala 
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17. You are familiar with  your English Course Book developed by the SCERT. Prepare a blurb 
to your Course book.      (4) 

18.Imagine that the farmers are organizing a rally against the encroachment of farmlands for 
commercial purpose. Write two slogans for the rally. (2) 

19. Rewrite as directed. 

  (a) Do you know his residence?  (Change into complex sentence) (1) 

  (b) I was ------(brought up/ brought on/ brought under) in Kerala. (1) 

  (c) Nithin with his friends------(attend/attends) the programme.  (1) 

 

20. Read  the poem given below and compare it with the poem ‘Rice’.  (8)  

 Each day I go into the fields 

 To see what is growing 

 And what remains to be done. 

 It is always the same thing; nothing 

 Is growing, everything needs to be done. 

Plow, harrow, disc,water, pray 

 Till my bones ache and hands rub 

 Blood-raw with honest lbor 

 All that grows is the slow 

 Intransigent intensity of need. 

 I have sown my seed on soil 

 Guaranteed by poverty to fail. 

 But I don’t complain –except  

 To passers by who asks me why 

 I work such barren earth. 

 They would not understand me 
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 If I stooped to lift a rock 

 And hold it like a  child, or laughed, 

 Or told them it is their poverty 

 I labor to relieve. For them, 

 I complain. A farmerof dreams 

Knows how to pretend. A farmer of  dreams 

Knows what it means to be patient  

Each day I go into the fields. 

    ----W.D.Ehrhart 

*************************************************** ********** 

        

 

 

 


